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Abstract. The objectives of global transaction management in mul-

tidatabase systems(MDBS) are to avoid the inconsistent retrievals and
guarantee the global serializability under the existence of indirect con ict
which is unknown to to the global transaction manager(GTM). Many
researches have shown that it is dicult to design the global concurrency control method because of local autonomy. In these method global
transactions have a few opportunities to be executed concurrently. We
concentrate our attention on 1) investigation into the more accurate indirect con ict situation and 2) supporting the higher concurrency degree
by using the concept of global integrity constraints. We de ne the multidatabase transaction model and then propose the concurrency control
protocols. In our method the more global transaction can be concurrently
executed, since the re ned boundary of possibility of indirect con ict is
o ered.
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Introduction

The GTM has the responsibility for maintaining the global consistency of MDBS.
The GTM however cannot take any kind of helpful information from local
database systems to adjust the global serialization order. Many techniques in
managing transactions for MDBS environments have been researched. These
vary in degree to which they violate local autonomy and also in the degree of
concurrency that they provide to users. The major diculties addressed in these
researches are to serialize the global transaction under the existence of indirect
con icts which is unknown to the GTM. Traditional concurrency control methods are not directly applicable in MDBS because of these indirect con ict. We
brie y examine the de nition of indirect con ict.

De nition 1. The global transaction Gi and Gj are in indirect con ict in global

schedule S if and only if there is a local transaction sequence L1 ; L2; : : : ; Lr , such
that Gi is in direct con ict with L1 , L1 is in direct con ict with L2 , : : :, nally,
Lr is in direct con ict with Gj . 2

In order to resolve these indirect con icts, previous researches provide global
concurrency control methods with the lower degree of concurrency by using
forced data con icts between global transactions. They did not gure actual
indirect con ict situation. In this paper we adopt the characteristics of global
integrity constraints to achieve the higher degree of concurrency. A consistent
global database state is fragile if a local transaction can be executed by the
LDBS that is unaware of inter-site integrity constraints. Thus we investigate the
more accurate indirect con ict cases and present the multidatabase transaction
model by using the property of global integrity constraints.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In next section, we describe the
related works on transaction management of MDBS and their problems. In Section 3, we propose site-locking method that guarantees the global serializability
of MDBS. We de ne the new kinds of lock type for acquiring a site and explain
its protocol. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2

Research Backgrounds

2.1 Previous Works
Several researches have been proposed in order to ensure the serializability in
MDBS environment [BST90, DELO89, GRS93, MRKS91]. These methods are
classi ed into three groups depending on their strategies and assumptions as
follows:
 Violation of local autonomy
These methods violates local autonomy in some degree in order to control local transaction [AGMS87, EH88]. These methods have impractical assumptions. It has proved that the global serializability is not ensured in these
methods [DELO89].
 Relaxation of correctness criteria
The solutions in this category introduce the notion of quasi serializability by
using the hierarchical nature of global concurrency control scheme [DEK91]
and two level serializability [MRKS91, MRKS92]. These methods assume
that there is no value dependency between subtransactions within a global
transaction or there is weaker form of value dependency. Under these assumption, they guarantee the relaxed criteria rather than the con ict serializability(CSR). Two level serializability especially can be ensured in the
speci c transaction model, and moreover, there is no value dependency between local and global data items.
 Forcing some restriction on LDBS
The techniques in this category force the each participating LDBS to be restricted on execution of transaction. [WV90] proposes the 2PC agent method
in which each LDBS uses strict two phase locking. The fact that local schedule has the strictness is not sucient to preserve the global serializability.
[BGRS91] requires that each LDBS produce the rigorous schedule. Rigorousness has all the properties of strictness and the extra property that no data
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item may be written until the transaction, which previously read it, either
commits or aborts. The rigorous schedule is the smaller subset of serializable schedule than one of traditional concurrency control scheme. In other
words, the global transaction is restricted to access some data items that
may cause the indirect con ict [WV90, BST90, BST92]. In practical cases,
however, the major purpose of MDBS is to freely access the distributed data.
[GRS93] proposed optimistic ticket method(OTM) which requires extra data
item, called ticket per a LDBS. The con icting order for the ticket re ects
relative serialization order of global transactions. The global serializability
is ensured by the forced data con ict on ticket, but concurrency degree of
OTM is lower than conventional distributed concurrency control method.
Table 1 shows the summary of previous works for the global transaction management in MDBS. Previous researches for global concurrency control have the
following diculties.
 They did not gure the actual indirect con ict cases. They suppose that
the global transaction is indirect con ict if any other global transaction is
concurrently executed in the same site.
 They provide lower concurrency degree that is similar to the performance of
a serial execution.
 They have non-realistic assumptions such that there is no inter-site constraints
or value dependency between local and global data items.

2.2 Research Motivation

Each LDBS in MDBS is designed and implemented independently and also denes certain local integrity constraints(LIC) among data items within a single

site. However, as a number of various DBMSs are integrated into an MDBS,
global inter-site constraints are introduced. These distributed integrity constraints arise naturally whenever the data that is semantically related is stored
in di erent local database systems. Each LDBS is unaware of these global integrity constraints. The most fundamental issue of global integrity constraints in
MDBS are how and where the global integrity constraints is maintained without
the violation of local autonomy.
A logically consistent global database state may become inconsistent if the
data is modi ed without maintaining the global integrity constraint. For example, if a data item is de ned in global integrity constraints, the update on it
through the interface of LDBS may cause an inconsistent database state. The
data item especially may be replicated at di erent sites. In this case, the consistency of its replicated versions cannot be maintained by LDBS, because LDBS
is unaware of replicated version at di erent site. Since the LDBS does not have
the capability to maintain the global integrity constraint, the data item which
is de ned in the global integrity constraint should be managed by the GTM.
Hence, restriction on the local transaction is necessitated in MDBS.
3

Site-Locking Protocol for Global Concurrency Control

3.1 Integrity Constraints and Transaction Model
In MDBS environment, the integrity constraints are classi ed into local and
global integrity constraint. The local integrity constraints are pre-existing integrity constraints which are maintained by LDBS, and the global integrity constraints are newly de ned by MDBS according to the integration process.
The introduction of inter-site constraints enable us to partition the set of
data item at a site i, Di , into local data items, LDi , and global data items, GDi ,
such that LDi \ GDi =  and Di = LDi [ GDi [MRKS91]. Furthermore, if there
is an integrity constraints between the data item di 2 Di and dj 2 Dj ,i 6= j ,
then data items di and dj are global data items in GDi and GDj , respectively.
Therefore, we partition the data items of MDBS in two groups, as follows [LP97].
 Global Data Item :
the set of data items which is de ned in the global integrity constraints
 Local Data Item :
the set of data items which is de ned in the local integrity constraints
In our work, we prohibit the local transaction from updating on global data item
without the knowledge of global integrity constraints. This restriction enables
us to easily maintain global integrity constraints and reduce cost of verifying
the global consistency. The local transaction, however, is not restricted to read
the data item. The local transaction can read both local and global data items.
Some researches propose the method that the global transaction is restricted
to read and update the data item and they assume that there are no intersite constraints [DEK91, MRKS91]. As described in Section 2, some approaches
propose the transaction model in which the data set that can be updated by

global or local transaction is completely separated [BGRS91, BS92, BST92]. In
practical cases, the global transaction cannot be imposed on updating the data
item. These restrictions cannot be adopted in general MDBS system, because
the global transaction must be free to access the data item. Hence, in our work,
global transaction is free to access data items.
We de ne our multidatabase transaction model called Global-Free Transaction Model for maintaining global integrity constraints as described in Table 2.

Table 2. Global-Free Transaction Model for MDBS
Data
Transaction

Data Item
Local Data Global Data

Local Read Operation
Transaction Write Operation
Global Read Operation
Transaction Write Operation
: possible  : impossible



3.2 Ensuring the Global Serializability
We describe the situation that the global transaction Gi cannot be serialized
with respect to other global transaction Gj . If there is a direct con ict between
global transactions and at least one indirect con ict between them(Figure 1 (a)),
the global serializability cannot be ensured. Similarly, if there exists the indirect
con ict at two or more sites(Figure 1 (b)), the global serializability cannot be
ensured. An indirect con ict consists of at least two direct con icts between local
and global transaction as shown the Figure 1. Thus, we need to investigate the
accurate situation of direct con ict between global and local transaction.
In our Global-Free transaction model, we can easily nd the situation that
there is no direct con ict between the local and global transaction. The Table 3
shows all cases of direct con icts between the local and global transaction, by
classifying the operation of transaction. In Table 3, " " means that the direct
con ict cannot occur between corresponding two operations. In these cases, two
operations are both read operations or they are executed on the distinct data
group. On the other hand, "" denotes that the direct con ict may exist. Such
a direct con ict between local and global transaction may cause the indirect
con ict between global transactions. The indirect con ict consists of at least
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Fig. 1. Globally Non-serializable Schedule
Table 3. Direct Con ict between the Local and Global Transaction
Global Transaction
Read Operation Write Operation
Global Local Global Local
data data data data
Global
Read data
Operation Local
Local
data
Transaction Write Local
Operation data







: no direct con ict  : direct con ict

two direct con icts between local and global transaction. Therefore, if one of the
direct con icts can be resolved or prevented, the global serializability is ensured
in multidatabase transaction management.

3.3 Lock Operation for Accessing the Site
In this section, we propose a site-locking global concurrency control method that
use the lock operation for accessing the site. The basic idea of site-locking method
is that a global transaction cannot execute concurrently with other global transactions if it has the possibility of indirect con ict. We enhance the degree of
concurrency by investigating the more actual indirect con ict situations.
In Table 3, we list all possible cases of direct con ict between the local and
global transaction. However, MDBS cannot know which type of local transaction
is executed in the site, when the global subtransaction is submitted to the LDBS
in that site. Hence, The GTM must guarantee global serializability by controlling
only the global transaction.

De nition 2. The indirect con icting operation is the operation of global trans-

action that causes the indirect con ict with the other global transaction. Formally speaking, if the operation pi (x) of global transaction Gi is in indirect
con ict with the operation qj (y) of other global transaction Gj , i 6= j , then two
operations pi (x) and qj (y) are indirect con icting operations. It is not necessary
that two data items, x and y, are distinct. If two operations pi (x) is indirect conict with qj (y), x = y, then operations p and q must be both read operations.
Otherwise, the two operations pi (x) and qj (y) are direct con icting operations.
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If we can determine the serialization order of indirect con icting operations of
global transactions, the global serializability is guaranteed.
Our global concurrency control method uses the lock operation for indirect
and direct con icting operations, like basic 2PL[BHG87]. In Table 3, we can
easily nd that the read operation of global transaction that is executed on the
global data item is not in direct con ict with any local transactions. Therefore,
the read operation of global transaction for global data item cannot be the
indirect con icting operations. The remainder operations of Table 3 may cause
the indirect con ict with other global transactions because it may be in direct
con ict with the local transaction.
To present our site-locking method, we need some notations. Locking granularity is a site, rather than a data item. An operation of global transaction is
submitted to a site either for reading or writing a data. Moreover, a read operation is submitted to a site for reading either the global or local data item. We
associate three types of locks with sites : Read Global(RGL), Read Local(RLL),
and Write(WL) locks. We use RGLGi (Sx ) (or RLLGi(Sx )) to indicate that the
global transaction Gi has obtained a read lock for global(or local) data item
on site Sx . Similarly, we use W LGi(Sx ) to indicate that the global transaction
Gi has obtained a write lock on site Sx . We use RGUGi (Sx )(or RLUGi (Sx )) to
denote the operation by which Gi releases its read lock for global(or local) data
item on the site Sx , and similarly, W UGi (Sx ) to denote the operation by which
Gi releases its write lock on the site Sx . A global transaction must acquire one
of corresponding lock before its operation is submitted to the site.
Let the P and Q be an arbitrary type of lock operation and Gi and Gj are
global transactions which access the same site Sx . P and Q are of con icting
types if one of following conditions are satis ed.
i) Either P or Q is a W rite lock(W L), and the other is Read Local lock(RLL),
or W rite Lock(W L).
ii) Either P or Q is a W rite lock(W L), and the other is Read Global lock(RGL),
and also Gi and Gj access the same data item.
We de ne the site-con ict between global transactions.
De nition 3. Two locks PGi(Sx) and QGj (Sx) are site-con ict if Gi 6= Gj and
P and Q are of con icting types. 2
By De nition 3, we present the site-lock compatibility matrix for controlling indirect con icts, as shown in Table 4. Two locks are site-con ict if there may be

Table 4. Site-Lock Compatibility Matrix for MDBS
G (owner)
i

G (requester)
j

Read Lock
Write Lock
RGL
RLL
WL
(Global Data) (Local Data)

RGL
Read (Global Data)
Lock
RLL
(Local Data)
Write Lock WL

: shared mode  : Site-Con ict mode









: shared or Site-Con ict mode

indirect con ict between two global transactions or there is a direct data con ict
between them.

3.4 Protocol of Site-Locking
We illustrate the more detailed rules and site-locking protocol. To maintain
global serializability, site-locking protocol must ensure that the subtransactions
of each global transaction have the same relative serialization order in their
corresponding LDBS. It is the basic idea of site-locking protocol that the relative
serialization order of the subtransactions at each LDBS is re ected in the order
of acquiring the site lock operation.
Site-locking protocol processes a global transaction Gi as follows. Before an
operation of global subtransaction Gix is submitted into a site Sx , the GTM
must acquire the associated site-lock of site Sx . The site-lock which is once
acquired by the global transaction Gi is released only after the Gi has been
globally committed. Our site-locking protocol is almost the same as basic two
phase locking, except that the three types of site-lock is used and the locking
granularity is a site rather than a data item. We present our rules according to
which the GTM manipulates its site-locks.
Rule 1 : When GTM receives an operation of global subtransaction Gix for
the site Sx , the GTM determines the corresponding the site-lock type and
tests if the requesting site-lock operation is site-con ict with some site-lock
operations that are already set at a site Sx, according to Table 4. If so, the
requesting operation is delayed until the owner releases the site-lock. If not,
then the GTM sets the associated site-lock and sends the operation of global
transaction to the LDBS at the site Sx.

Rule 2 : Once the GTM has set a site-lock on the site Sx for the transaction
Gi , it may not release that site-lock at least until the global transaction Gi
has globally been committed.
Rule 3 : Once the GTM has released a site-lock for a global transaction, it may
not acquire any more site-locks for that global transaction.
Rule 1 prevents two global subtransactions from concurrently accessing the same
site in site-con ict mode. Therefore, the site-con icting operations of global
transactions are scheduled in the same order in which the corresponding sitelocks are acquired for the site. As illustrated in Section 2, the basic problem
of MDBS is that the GTM cannot determine the serialization order of global
transactions at local sites. However, by the Rule 1, we can determine the serialization order of indirect con icting global transactions. Rule 2 and Rule 3 are
for the growing phase and shrinking phase of basic two phase locking method,
respectively.
Our site-locking protocol is summarized as follows.
Decomposing the global transaction : The global transaction Gi is decomposed into several global subtransactions.
Requesting site-lock : Before the global subtransaction Gin is sent to the
local site, it requests the corresponding site-lock.
Sending the subtransaction : If Gin acquire the site-lock, it is sent to the
local site. Otherwise, it waits until the corresponding site-lock is acquired.
Processing in LDBS : Gin that is sent to the local site is controlled and executed by LDBS as a general local transaction.
Releasing the site-lock : If all global subtransactions enter their prepared-tocommit state, Gi commit and all of their site-lock is released.

According to our proposed site-locking protocol, a global transaction that
may have an indirect con ict with other global transaction can be serialized and
global serializability is guaranteed.
4

Conclusion

Our goal in this paper has been to propose the global concurrency control in
MDBS which provides the higher concurrency degree. Primary diculties in previous researches are 1) the lack of concurrency control protocol that ensure the
global consistency in the presence of unknown updates by the local transaction,
and 2) the insucient investigation of indirect con ict cases. These problems introduce numerous unnecessary data con ict between global transactions as well
as inconsistent global database state. In this paper, by using the characteristics
of global integrity constraints, site-locking protocol is proposed to guarantee the
global consistency and enable the more global transactions to execute concurrently. We have a plan to prove and analyze our proposed method and have the
more detail comparative experiments on simulation model. Our work can be extended to various concurrency protocol in order to adapt to diverse distributed
applications.
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